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Abstract
Percolation theory has been extensively studied in the areas of physics and network science in
order to measure the degree of network resilience in terms of the network connectivity in a largescale network. In percolation theory, the so called percolation threshold refers to the fraction of
nodes occupied in the network where the low threshold implies that a network is still being well
connected even if many nodes or edges are removed from the network, indicating a high network
resilience. In this sense, network resilience is mainly studied in a sense of fault-tolerance, which
is commonly measured by the size of a giant component (or the largest cluster) in the network. In
this talk, we aim to extend the concept of network resilience by including adaptability and
recoverability, in addition to fault-tolerance. We propose percolation theory based adaptation
strategies by leveraging the concept of site and bond percolation processes (i.e., removing /
adding a node or an edge, respectively).
First, this talk will discuss the concept of percolation theory and how percolation-based
adaptation or recovery can increase network connectivity under random or targeted attacks.
Second, this talk will address a network resilience problem under correlated, cascading failures.
We discuss how the proposed percolation theoretic adaptations can enhance network
connectivity, task completion, and resource utilization with minimum cost in a mission-oriented
network. In such a network, a node is executing multiple tasks while the network may suffer
from correlated, cascading failures due to overloaded nodes caused by other nodes’ failures or
being compromised. Third, considering the philosophy of the diversity for survivability in
ecology, we will discuss how software diversity can enhance network resilience when the bond
percolation based adaptations are made based on a software diversity metric. In this work, we
define a node’s software diversity based on the concept of the eigenvector centrality metric
where the software diversity is estimated by the dissimilarity between the node’s software
version and its neighbors’ software versions within a given maximum hop. Lastly, this talk will
conclude the new findings, discuss the insights and limitations of the proposed percolation
theoretic adaptation strategies, and suggest the future work directions.
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